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Resumo
Neste manuscrito sao provadas versoes dos teoremas de Poincaré e Siegel

para campos de vectores holomorfos dependendo de parametros. Um método
alternative de linearizagao é também apresentado, permitindo considerar al—

guns campos de vectores com valores proprios ressonantes; as nao lineari-
dades admissiveis sao caracterizadas por condigoes faceis de verificar. Estes
resultados sao usados para obter uma versao analitica de um teorema de J.
P. Dufour sobre a linearizagéo de certas estruturas de Poisson.

Abstract
A version of the Poincaré and Siegel theorems is proved for holomorphic

vector fields depending on parameters. An alternative method is also pre-
sented, allowing the linearization of some vector fields with resonant eigen-
values; the admissible non linearities are characterized by conditions that
are easy to check. These results are used to obtain an analytic version of a
theorem of J .P. Dufour on the linearization of certain Poisson structures.
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Let X (z, w) be a vector field on a domain U in C" depending on param-
eters w in the domain W C Cm; X is assumed to be holomorphic as a map
X : U x W ——+ C".

The vector field X is assumed to have a singular point at the origin in
C" with linear part A independent of w:

8a
X(z,w) = Az + a(z, w), a(0,w) = £(0,w) : O

X is said to be biholomorphically equivalent to its linear part if there
exists a holomorphic change of coordinates C = C (2,111), depending on the
parameters 111, preserving the origin, C (0,111) = 0, with inverse z : z((,w)
(as a function only of z) also holomorphic, such that in the new coordinates
the non linear part is zero:

BC

az
If we think of X as a vector field in U x W C OH” with null component

along Cm then we have resonances on the linear part of X and the theorems
of Poincaré and Siege] on the linearization of vector fields (see [1]) cannot be
used.

In section 1 a version of those theorems including parameters is proved.
The analogous situation for the C°° case was solved by S. Sternberg [11] and
later R. Roussarie [10] proved a version with parameters.

The analytic linearizability of real analytic vector fields with all eigen-
values equal, therefore non resonant, and depending on one parameter, was
proved in [5]. In section 2 it is proved that the same method can be used
for complex holomorphic vector fields depending on parameters for a much
larger class of eigenvalues and allowing some non-linearities, when there is
resonance, characterized by conditions that are easy to check.

All results are also valid in the real analytic category, with standard
adaptations.

A very interesting application of the linearization of vector fields, due to
J .P. Dufour [6], is the linearization of a family of Poisson structures. The use
of these results allows the proof of an analytic version of his main theorem
which holds in the smooth category.

A. Weinstein [12] has proved that every Poisson manifold is locally a prod-
uct of a symplectic leaf through the point and a transverse Poisson manifold
through the point.

When the original structure P has constant rank, the transverse Poisson
manifold is trivial, i.e., the original structure is just a trivial extension of a
symplectic manifold. For variable rank the situation is completely different:

(Z(C, w),w)X(Z(C, w),w) = AC-
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there is no equivalent to Darboux’s Theorem for Poisson structures, two
Poisson structures having the same rank at a given point need not be locally
Poisson-diffeomorphic. The main obstacle is precisely the fact that the rank
can vary rather unpredictably around a singularity (see [5] for some badly
behaved structures). The search for a normal form in Poisson structures is
therefore quite a diificult task.

The linearization problem, i.e. the possibility of bringing P to a linear
normal form, has been studied by A. Weinstein ([12], [13]), J. Conn ([3],[4]),
J .P. Dufour [6] and Cahen et al. [2] among others.

In some cases the linearizability of P at $0 is determined by its l-jet: if
a Lie algebra g is semisimple then any Poisson tensor P for which g is the
linear approximation is linearizable in the analytic category [3]; this is still
the case in the smooth category if the Lie algebra g is also of compact type
[4]-

These conditions (semisimplicity and compacity of the associated alge-
bra), however, are not necessary. There are examples of nonsemisimple Lie
algebras such that any Poisson tensor associated with them in the above
way, is smoothly linearizable: this is a consequence of a theorem proved by
JP. Dufour [6]. In section 3 it is proved that similar results are valid in the
analytic category.

In some cases the linearizability of P at $0 is not determined by its l-jet:
for a given Lie algebra g there are Poisson tensors P, for which g is the linear
approximation, that are linearizable in the analytic category and others that
are not; It determinacy in this context means that the alternative can be
decided by studying the k-jet of the Poisson tensor. In section 4 some results
are presented, valid for the same type of Poisson structures considered in
section 3.

1 Poincaré and Siege] theorems with param-
eters

1.1 Statement of the theorems
Let A = (A1, . . ./\n) E C" be the vector of the eigenvalues of the linear part A
of X; the eigenvalues are assumed to be all distinct, but this is not necessary
[1]. The approach here will be as close as possible to the one developed in that
reference, with the indispensable adaptations for the inclusion of parameters
and the treatment of vector fields instead of maps; the results obtained are
also valid for that case.



The eigenvalues are said to be resonant of order k if there exists m =
(m1, . . . ,mn), with mi non-negative integers and |m| : m1+- - -+m,1 = k 2 2,
such that for some 3:

As = m - /\

The vector A belongs to the Poincaré domain if zero is not in the convex
hull of the n points {A1,.../\n} in the complex plane, and to the Siege]
domain if zero is in the interior of that set.

Theorem 1 Poincaré theorem with parameters: If A belongs to the
Poincaré domain and is non-resonant, X is biholomorphically equivalent to
its linear part in the neighbourhood of the singular point.

A is said to be of type (0,11) if, for any 3:

|/\3 — /\ - m| 2
C
|m|”

with m = (m1, . . . ,mn), mi non-negative integers and |m| 2 2.
Clearly if /\ is of type (C, V) is non-resonant; if A belongs to the Poincaré

domain and is non-resonant then it is of type (0,11) for convenient C and u:
every point in the Poincaré domain satisfies not more than a finite number
of resonances and has a neighbourhood where no other resonance relation is
satisfied [1].

Theorem 2 Siegel theorem with parameters: If A is of type (C, V), X
is biholomorphically equivalent to its linear part in the neighbourhood of the
singular point.

1.2 Outline of the proof
Consider the change of coordinates (in z) H(z, w) = z+ h(z, w) with inverse
G(z,w) = z —— g(z,w); assume that h(0,w) = mm, 10) = 0.

The vector field X can be written in the new coordinates as:

X(z, w) : Az + (a(z, w) — the, w)) + R(a, h)(z, w)

w) = Ah(z, w) _ 32a w)Az

R(a, h)(z, w) : A(h(z, w) — g(z, w)) + a(z — g(z,w),w) — a(z, w) +

fie — go, w),w) <a<z — g(z,w),w> + A<z — yaw» +82
8h

—$(z,w)Az



If h is chosen to be the solution U (a) (z, w) of the homological equation:

LAh(z, w) = a(z,w)

then the above change of coordinates gives X(z, w) : Az + R(a, h)(z, w).
Let h,, Hs and a, be inductively defined by:

h8 = U(as), Hs(z,w) = z —|— hs(z,w), as“ = R(as, h,)

with a0(z, w) = a(z,w).
The desired change of coordinates is given by:

H: limHso-noHo
S—)00

It is necessary to prove that the sequences h,, H, and as are well defined,
”and H, = H, o - - - 0 H0 convergent, in the holomorphic category.

1.3 Order of operators
Let U be a domain in C" containing the origin, and f : U C C" —) B
a holomorphic (germ at 0) map into a Banach space B with norm || . H,

such that f (0) = O. For any r such that f is holomorphic on the polydisk
D? = {z E C”, |z| = max|zi| < r} and continuous on its closure fir”, we
define a norm by:

Hf (Z)||
IIfIIr = SUP —-05|z|5r lzl

Remark: it follows from the maximum principle that, for f with values
in C", H f Mr is an increasing function of r.

Let (I) be an operator acting on (germs of) maps of the class described
above.

Definition 1 The operator (I) has order d if there exist positive numbers d,
a and [3 such that, for every 6 €]O,1/2[ and r €]0, 1[,

I|<I>(f)||re—a S Ilfllf5'“,

whenever ”f”, S (W

This relation will be written as <I>(f) < fd, or g < fd if g = <I>(f). It can
be extended to operators of 71 functions, but only a = 2 will be relevant:

Let 9 be an operator acting on pairs of (germs of) maps of the class
described above, and g = @(_f1, fg).



Definition 2 @(f1af2) _< (p(f1)f2)7 07" g '< (P(f1)f2): if there eziSt a poly-
nomial (p and positive numbers a, fll and fig such that, for every 6 €]O,1/2[
and r €]O, 1[,

||e(f1, f2)”re—5 S <P(”f1||n ”f2llrlé—ai

whenever ||f,||r S 6m, i = 1, 2.

The following properties will be useful:

1. If fl -< f2 and f2 -< f3 then f1'< f3.

2. ifg 4 <p(f1,f2) and fl < $011,112) then 9 4 <p(1b(hl,hg),f2).

3. for f With values in C" and g in Cm, if there exist positive numbers K,
d, fl and l such that, for every 6 E]0,1/2[ and r €]O, 1[, the estimate:

max |g(2)| S Kfigx If(Z)|df5—l
IZISre‘5

is verified, then 9 4 fd.

1.4 Technical lemmas and estimates
Lemma 1 Let f (z,w) be a holomorphic map in Df+m and continuous in
firm-m, verifying f(0, w) = fz(0,w) : 0. The homological equation

LAh(z, w) : f(z,u1)

has a holomorphic solution h(z, w) = U(f)(z, 111) such that h(0, w) : hz(0, w) =
O and:

h < f
or equivalently, the operator U associating the solution of the homological
equation to its second member, h = U (f), has order 1.

Proof:
Under the non resonance conditions assumed, the homological equation

has a solution as a formal power series [1]; if:

f(z,w)= Z ff’Jqu/Jes, h(z,w)= Z hiszIwJes
IIIZ2,IJI20 |I|22,|J|20

where I E Z" and J E Z” are non negative multi-indices and {e1, . . . , en} is
the standard basis of C", then:

”J A, — I - /\
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and in particular h(0, w) = hz(0, w) = 0 if h is holomorphic.
From the Cauchy inequalities:

M
lfI,Ji< 7'|_I_|+|Jl’ M: max “(2 w)|

|(z,w)|<r

and from A being of type (C’, V) it follows that:

lel"
' Ml — cT|1|+|J|

and:
MW lw Mm"fig,Elm“) <Crl” Z“)T|J||_<Crl1|( 1— |w|/r)m

The number of multi-indices I such that |I| = p is bounded by clp’L‘l;
the constant cl depends on n which is fixed here. Thus:

p11+n—1 lzipM
= S I J < cl

SP 2 2]th w l—
C(1_|w|/r)m rp

|I|=p J

Let I = 1/ +71 — 1 and take |z| g re‘é; noticing that then |z|/r 5 6'5 and
p’efl’a/2 has maximum (Zl/e)’6“ as a function of p, the following estimates
are obtained:

5” f m—fflpr ”a” "W2

S %(2l/e)1M(—1—jm5—le—p5/2

(I _
£5}, 5 51(2l/e)lM('i"—_—|w|/r)m‘5426 mm

5 KM(1 —
|’Llu|/7”)m6_ll _e:—5/2’ K = 55.91/63)!

When (5 €]0,1/2[ and |w| 5 re”; then:
e—5 1 2 1 2—— :—— < —’ —___. < _

1 — 6‘5/2 65 — 65/2 _ <5 (1 — |w|/r) — 5

and
|h(z,w)| 5 ESP 3 2m+1KM5-l—m-1

1122

Therefore h is well defined in the holomorphic category, and as:

max hz, w <2m+1K max z, w 6“l”m“|(z,w)|5re-6| ( )|
|(zw,>|<

If( N

the operator U has order 1, h = U(f) -< f.
”a,

____ ’;
Bibliuteca é

a?
gal
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Lemma 2 Let h(z,w) be a holomorphic map in Df+m and continuous in
D-TmLm, verifying h(0,w) = hz(0,w) = 0. If H(z, w) = z — h(z,w) is a local
diffeomorphism as a function ofz alone, with inverse G(z,w) : z —— g(z,w),
and denoting by I the operator associating g to h, then:

1. I(h) = g -< h

2. h—g 4 h2

Proof:
Consider a point (z0,w0) in D723, with 6 €]0,1/2[; taking the Taylor

series of h at that point, which has a radius of convergence at least p z
r(1 — 6—6/2), it follows from the Cauchy inequalities that:

8h, 1 1 |h(z,w)|z,w 3— max hz,w 5— max ——l

azi
( 0 0)

p I(z—Zo,w—wo)|5p| ( H
(1 — 6—5/2) |(z,w)|5r I(z,w)|

As before, it follows that, for any (z, w) in D33722:

hs— , < h 6“!
62,-

(z w) _ M Mr

for some positive number l independent of r and (5

The map 9 is obtained as the limit, if it exists, of the sequence g, defined
by:

9i+1(z,w) = W»? — gi(z,w), w), 91: h
If ”h”, g 5'3 with fl > I, that sequence is in fact convergent, and from:

6h
max |gi+1 (z, w)| S a—z:(z, w)max

I(z,w)ISre"‘ |(z,w)|§re—‘s

+ max |h(z, w)|
|(z,w)|5re“s

a i aI(z,1Itlr)1|S)r(e‘5|g (z w” +

it follows that:

”gorilla—6 S ||h||r(1+ Hallie-65”), llglllre‘é S lIhIIr

and therefore:
1

re“ < h r__< h' T‘s-TICngu .,_ n n
1_Hh”r,_, _u u

for some positive k. Thus I (h) : g < h.
Now h(z,w)—g(z, w) : h(z, w)—h(z—g(z, w),w) and |h(z, w)—g(z, w)| S

||h||r5*l|g(z,w)| for |(z,w)| 5 re‘J, therefore:
“h — gun—«s s nutrient-a g ”fluid-M

and h — g -< h?



The proof of the lemma above can be generalized to obtain:

Lemma 3 Let h(z,w) and g(z,w) be holomorphic maps in Df+m and con-
tinuous in film”, verifying h(0,w) = g(0,w) : 0. If G) is the operator
defined by @(h, g)(z, w) : h(z, w) — h(z — g(z,w), 111), then:

901,51) < hg

Define the operators:

R1(h)(z,W) = A(h(z,w) — I(h)(z,w)) = A(h(z,w) — 9(Z,w))
R2(a, h)(z, w) = cg]:

— I(h)(z, w), w) — a(z, w)

R3(a, h)(z, w) = $02 — g(z,w),w) (a(z — g(z,w),w) + A(z — g(z, w)) +

——g§(z,w)Az

then:
R(a, h) = R1(h) + R2(a, h) + R3(a, h)

Lemma 4 Let R1(h), R2(a, h) and R3(a, h) be as above; then:

1. R1(h) < h?

2. R2(a, h) < ah

3. R3(a, h) -< h(a+ h)

Proof:
R1(h) 4 h2 is a consequence of ||R1(h)||re_s 5 ||A||||h — I(h)||,e_s, and

R2(a, h) 4 ah was proved in the previous lemma.
If u and v are defined by:

h
u(z,w) = Z—(wmz, v<z,w> = A-latz — g<z,w),w> — g<z,w>

then R3(a, h)(z, w) = u(z — v(z)) — u(z), and R3(a, h) 4 up by lemma 3; on
the other hand, u -< h and v < a +9 < a + h, therefore R3(a, h) < h(a + h).



Lemma 5 The operator <I>(a) = R(a, U (a)) has order 2.

Proof:

R1(h) < h2, h = U(a) < a => R1(U(a)) < a2

R2(a, h) -< ah, h : U(a) -< a => R2(a,U(a)) -< a2

R3(a,h) < h(a+ h), h = U(a) -< a => R3(a,U(a)) -< (12

Thus:

<I>(a) = R(a, U(a)) = R1(U(a)) + R2(a, U(a)) + R3(a, U(a)) -< oz

1.5 Convergence
Construct the following sequences, depending on T0 €]O, 1[ and 50 €]0,1/2[
and N > O:

5,‘ = (53/2 M0 = (56V Mi 2 M31? 2 (55V, Ti = e"‘5ir,-_1i—l)

Let n = liminoo n. The maps h,, H, and as are well defined and holo—

morphic in fom; only convergence of H, = HS 0 0 H0 remains to be
proved.

Lemma 6 N and To can be chosen so that ||a,~||,, 3 M,, for alli 2 0.

Proof:
Since R(a, U(a)) —< G2 there exist positive or and A? such that, if N > fl:

r, S Mi = 6,” => Ilai+1 = R(ai, U(ai))||r.-+1 S M35? = 53N‘“||a,,~

Thus if N > 2a, then (SEN—a S M,“ : (SEW/2 and therefore:

”do”,0 3 M0 : (Sév => I|ai||ri 5 M,- for all i 2 0.

Since a0 = a and a(0,w) : az(0, w) = 0, do can be written as a0(z, w) z
z2f (z, w) with f holomorphic, and there exists a positive constant K such
that, for small |z| and |w|, |a0(z,w)| S K|z|2 and therefore ”0,0”7-0 3 Km.
The value To is chosen so that Kro _<_ M0 = 53)"; then Hag”,0 5 M0.

10



Lemma 7 N and (50 can be chosen so that ”H3 is a Cauchy sequence on
Dr“?0/2

Proof:
As:

IIHs(z,w) — Hs—1(z,w)ll S llhs(Hs—1(z,w))ll

the lemma follows from convenient estimates of Hth on the images of 713-1.
Since U(a) -< a there exist positive 7 and a such that, if N > a:

”aillnSMi=55V=>I|hi=U(a)I|r+1SM-qs 7:5” i
All the above estimates are valid in |(z, w)| g r,H and, if N and 50 are con-

veniently chosen, the images of |(z, w)| 5 To / 2 by the maps ”HS are contained
in that set:

LFrom the above estimates 71“ngm) C Dgfm, with po = r0/2 and
p1 = pa + fig—7m), and by induction

Hi (anm) C anim Pi+1 = Pi + 551—700
P'+17

as long as these sets are contained in |(z, w)| 5 m.
.

Now 7; : Tee‘s, where S = 21.20 61- : Zi>0 (583/2)‘ and:

N— _ (N— 7)(3/2)'
p* =il_1)rg10pi:—To<1+26 $7)— (14-250 >

i>0 i>0

If N > 1+ 7 then 21.20 53”‘”<3/2" < s and

r2e‘S> 1+S=>r*=roe_s> ?0(1+S) >p*

The conditions are then:

N > max(2a, 16a 0', 1 + 7), 26—5 > 1 ‘i‘ S Where S = Z (SSS/mi

120

and this last condition is verified if 60 is small enough.

The limit H = limHoe 7-13 exists in D307; and it is a holomorphic local
diffeomorphism, giving the desired change of coordinates.

11



2 Holomorphic linearizability of some reso-
nant vector fields

Let again X (z,w) be a holomorphic vector field on a domain U in C" de-
pending on parameters 11) in the domain W C Cm, with a singular point at
origin in C” and linear part A independent of w:

X(z,w) = A2: + a(z,w), a(0,w) = —(0,w) = 0

Let A = (A1, . . . An) 6 C" be the vector of the eigenvalues of the linear part
A of X; if:

_ i I Ja(a:,w) — E and w e,
|I|Z2i|J|ZO

the monomial x1w" e,- is resonant if I - A — A,- = 0.
The Poincaré-Dulac theorem [1] allows the elimination of the non resonant

terms by a formal change of variables, holomorphic under certain conditions,
but does not guarantee that the linearization can be performed if the non-
linearity a does not contain any resonant term, as the following example
shows:

Example 1 Let X(:1:,y) _—_ (—:r + y3,y + 3:4y) be a vector field in Oz; the
eigenvalues are —1 and 1, therefore resonant, but the non linearity does not
contain resonant monomials, of the form $k+1yke1 or ski/“leg.

The first step in the Poincaré-Dulac method leads to the change of vari-
ables 5 = z — y3/4, 17 = y, eliminating the lower order term of the non
linearity, but in the new coordinates:

3 773
4

773
4

X(§,7I)= <_§—Z(§+Z) 773, 77+<§+z> 77)

and the resulting non linearity has now a resonant monomial, §3n4e2.

Theorem 3 Let X be a holomorphic vector field on a neighbourhood U x W
of the origin in Cn+m which, in coordinates (z, w), can be written as:

X(z,w) =Az+a(z,w), A=diag {A1,...,An}

If the non linearity a(z, w) is admissible, i. e. all I- /\ — A,- are positive
integer multiples of a fixed complex number for every monomial 3:1qu in a,
there exists a holomorphic change of coordinates 1/)(2:, w) linearizing X.

12



Remarks:

0 Without loss of generality it may be assumed that all I - /\ — Ai are
positive integers, since a change of coordinates that linearizes a vector
field also linearizes any multiple of it.

In the real analytic category the nonlinearity is admissible if all I -)\—)\i

are positive integer multiples of a fixed real number.

0 If there are no resonances between the eigenvalues and all are integer
multiples of a fixed complex number, they all can be taken as positive
integers and every non—linearity is admissible:

The Poincaré—Dulac theorem guarantees the existence of a holomorphic
(polynomial even) change of coordinates eliminating all (non resonant)
terms up to a certain order. It can be assumed that that change of
coordinates has already been performed and ai(z,w) has only terms
of order greater than /\i in z; this implies that I - /\ — /\i is a positive
integer for all monomials z’w’ei appearing in a.

Proof:
Suppose that 10 exists and let 5 (31,111) denote its inverse (as a function

of z alone). Then 5 will satisfy the system of partial differential differential
equations:

595i 351" _ ._Alyl
33/1

+ + Anynéa — Alf, + a,(£, w) z — 1, . . . ,n. (1)

If the initial value problem composed of (1) and the following initial
conditions:

£(O,w) = 0, 25m, w) non singular (2)

has a solution f(z,w) which is holomorphic at 0 e Cn+m the proof of the
theorem is finished, since (2) implies that 5 is locally invertible, as a function
of y alone.

2.1 Change of variables
Let z : (z1,. . . ,zn) be defined by:

_ /\1 __ Xyi—Zi, yi—Zi’zi

13



and C be the expression of 5 in the new variables z; then:

((z, w) = £(z1\1,z1\2z2, . . . , z?"zn, w)
8C A _] 85 n

A._1 86__ z A 1 _._ X, J ,_6m 12] ayl + Z; 17] 2”
Oyj

and (1) can be rewritten as:

36 .

Zlgz—Z = A4} +ai(C,w), z =1,...,n

Introduce new unknown functions 17 by:

Ci=zf\i77i, i:1,...,n
Then:

69 ._ fin
E971 = Aizl“ 1771" + 4“ng
645 X 677
__ = A. . 2 '+1_1

21821
1.41 + 1

6251

= AiCi+ai(C,w), i=1,...,n
and therefore:

Ag+1877i__
_

,\ A _ A1 An -_1z1 a—ZI—-a1(z1n,w), zln—(zln1,...,zl 7711) z— ,...,n.

2.2 Reduction to an ordinary differential equation
Thus the system of partial differential equations (1) can be written as a
system of non autonomous ordinary differential equations:

d
d—Zlfli=ai(zi,77,w), i=1,...,n. (3)

depending on parameters 11). That a is holomorphic around the origin is an
immediate consequence of a being admissible:

Writing a2-(z, w) as an absolutely convergent power series:

00

ai(z,w)= Z abz’w‘]
|1|=2,|J|=o

14



then:
00

__ i 1,\— ,\— 1 JOli(21,77,w) —— E
, (11le 77 w -

III=21IJI= 0

which converges for zl = 1 and Kn, w)| small enough.
Of course this system was obtained using changes of coordinates that are

not valid in a full neighbourhood of the origin, but nevertheless this system
is well defined even at zl = 0.

[From the existence and uniqueness theorem for ordinary differential
equations in the complex domain [8], system (3) has a solution which is
holomorphic as a function of zl, the parameters and also the initial condi-
tions; it will be shown that it is possible to select the initial conditions so
that the map 5, corresponding to 77, is holomorphic on a neighbourhood of
(y, w) : (0,0) and a solution of the initial value problem.

So let 77(z, 10) be the solution of (3) with initial conditions:

77(0,2, w) : (1,2), 2 = (2:2, . . . ,zn). (4)

Assume for the moment that the corresponding 5 is holomorphic; 6 sat-
isfies:

§i(zi\1,z{\222, . . .,zi\"zn,w) = flint-(aw) i:1...,n (5)

and so {(0, w) = 0; taking the derivative with respect to 21:

3_§ _ 19A11 1 1 _7_7_ighrl+§:)‘jzljzgj§:)‘iz1177i+z1
j—2

' 821

multiplying by 21 and writing in terms of the y variables:

3&- afi ,\ 13__77i
A +571» -——-)\ 1+ + =/\~~ -

13/18ny
j

Jyjay. izl 77 21 T2] mgr—Far

shows that f is a solution of the partial differential equations ( 1).

2.3 Conditions for the holomorphy of 5
Writing 7h(2, w) as an absolutely convergent power series:

00

ni(z,w)= Z biUzIwJ

15



and taking f = (i2,...,in),|f| = i2 + + in and if = z?...zf;, then it
follows from (5) that §i(y, w) is formally represented by the series:

w A A

2 : b1}J ygii—I'Ai-AiH/MQIUJJ

|1|,|J|=0

A monomial z’wJei will be said to satisfy condition H if there exists a
non negative integer k such that:

i1=f~5\—>\i+k/\1.

A holomorphic map is said to satisfy condition H if all monomials with non
zero coefficients in its power series centered at the origin satisfy that condi-
tion.

A necessary condition for fr to be holomorphic is that 7] satisfies condition
H. In fact this is also a sufficient condition:

Lemma 8 Suppose that ZIOIClJJI=0 bi] zIwJ converges absolutely in the disc
Dfim for all i = 1, . . . ,n, and condition H is verified. Thenfi is an holo-
morphic map in a neighbourhood of the origin in C"+m.

Proof:
(“From the Cauchy inequalities there exists C E RJr such that

i 0“Jul Sm
Since condition H holds, £i(y, w) is represented by the formal power series:

w
a

My, w) = Z b’uyffi’wJ
k,|i',|-]|=0

with il =f.} — Ai+kA1 z 0. Then:

00 ii—f-5\+Ai)/z\1nf Jy w |
00 (

Z i k hi J 2 W1
ibIJ y] y W [S C

T|I|+|Jl
k,|f|,|J|=0 k,lf|,|J|=0

and this last series is convergent if:

,\ ,\~+1 ~|y1|<r‘, lyil<r’ ,z>1, |w|<r
These conditions define a neighbourhood N of the origin in C'H'm where the
formal power series corresponding to all Q are absolutely convergent. Then
5 is holomorphic in N.

16



2.4 Holomorphy of 5
That condition H is verified will be proved by induction on the order in 21

of the terms in the power series of 17.

gFrom the initial conditions (4) it follows that:

171(z, w) = 1 + le1,1(z,w), 171-(z,w) = 21 + le1-,1(z,w), i>1
and therefore the terms of order zero in zl verify condition H: 1 = 21, with
I = 0 and k -—- 1, and similarly z1~ = z’ with 711 z 0 for all j except 11 = 1,

and k = 0.
Now assume that condition H is verified up to order I, that is, 771 can be

written as 771—— nf + 21HR4,I+1(Z, w), where:

l

Uizz biiszzIwJ, rzf-X—Ai-Hc/hforsomek
T=0 f,J

The differential equations (3) can be written as:

d ,\ .

led——771-=z1 ’\‘a1(z117,w), z=1,...,n (6)
21

and so, as the monomials appearing (i.e. with possibly non zero coefficients)
in 771- are exactly the same as the ones appearing in zldni/dzl, and a, has no
terms of order less than A1- + 1, the monomials up to order l+ 1 in 77 can be
determined from the knowledge of the ones up to order l through equation
(6): they have to appear in zfAia1~(zi\n’, w), to be more precise, if

111): E (1311:le

1—11 §:aIJ((z177l)1

All these monomials have the form

they appear in

(My: . . . (zinMnran (7)

where M-1-61 denotes monomials of 775, therefore satisfying condition H.
If zwJ 61 and szLej satisfy condition H, then so does the monomial

z1Akz ’\'“£sz? szLek and, by induction, all the productsin (7) satisfy con-dition1 H, and 5IS holomorphic.

17



2.5 Biholomorphy of 5

The partial derivative of 5,- with respect to yl at the origin is the coefficient
of ylei in the series development of f; as ylei = waJei, with I z 61 and
J = 0, the corresponding monomials in n are 161, if i z 1, and zfld‘ci if
i > 1.

If A1 = A, with i > 1, the coefficient of zi\‘_’\"ei : e,- is zero, since
77,- = zi + lei,1(z,w); otherwise zi\1_’\"e,~ has to be a product of the form
zf"‘(zi\1M1)i1 ...(zf‘"Mn)i", with |I| at least 2, as explained before. More
precisely,

Al—Ai _ —A~ A1 huh—A1 i; ,\ kM—A i _ (ls-ml—A,
zl _Z1 1(21 21 ) "‘(Zlnz1n 11)" _21

Since 2:11”er has zero coefficient if kj = 0, it is necessary that k - I = 1 with
with |I| 2 2 and all kj positive.

As this is impossible, the coefficient of zfrAie, has to be zero, and thus:
5&1 afi .

Ey—1(O’w)_1’ —6—y—1(O,w)—Oz>1

The reasoning for the other partial derivatives is similar, leading to a
J acobian at (0,111) equal to the identity; thus 5 is a biholomorphic change of
coordinates, and the proof is complete.

Example 2 Let X (x) = Act: + a.(3:) be a vector field in R4, with Ax =
(x1,—z2,x4,—m3); as the eigenvalues A = (1,—1,——i,i) are resonant and
the number of resonant monomials is not finite, classical results can only
guarantee the existence of a formal change of coordinates to a normal form
containing only resonant monomials besides the linear part.

The non linearity a is admissible (this is independent of parameters) when
it contains only monomials of the following types:

$k+l+2 l k-H l m Ic+l+1 l m+1
1

m m m k+l+1 lm 1
x4 63, x1 xzxgnxT+ 64

If (p is an analytic map of R3 into R4, the non linearity:

“(30 Z (mfcpdy), (P2(y), 3315133‘P3(y)’ $1$4<P4(?/))a y = (xlamlm2;$3$4)

is then admissible, and theorem 3 guarantees the existence of an analytic
change of coordinates that linearizes X (x) = A1; + a(x). As the proof is
constructive, it provides a method for the computation of that change of
coordinates; for cp(y) = (y3,0,1, 1) the corresponding vector field X (ac) :
(m1 + $§$3$4, —x2, m4 + $1563, —x3 + 271334) is linearized by:

1
Mar) = (m1 + §$1m3x4(e2ml — 1), 1172, me“, me“)

18



3 Analytic linearizability of some Poisson ten-
sors

3.1 Basic facts about Poisson structures
A Poisson bracket on a smooth (analytic) finite dimensional manifold M is

a Lie bracket {,} on the space C°°(M) (C’“’(M)) which in addition satisfies
Leibnitz rule:

1- {M} = —{9, f}, {f, ag +611}: a{f,g} + b{f, h}

2- {f, {9, h}} + {a {InM + {h, {f, g}} E 0 (Jacobi identity)

3. {f, gh} : {f, g}h + g{f, h} (Leibnitz rule)

for all f,g,h e C°°(M) (C“’(M)) and a,b e R. The pair (M,{,}) is then
called a smooth (analytic) Poisson manifold.

Example 3 A symplectic manifold (M, w) is a Poisson manifold with bracket
given by:

{f,g} = w(Xf,Xg)
where Xf stands for the Hamiltonian vector field associated with f.

Example 4 The dual of any Lie algebra (g, [, ]) is a Poisson manifold with
bracket given by:

{f,g}(x) = (an, [5f(w),6g(x)l)

where 6f (cc) stands for df(ac) seen as an element of g instead of an element of
(g*)*. This bracket is known as the Lie-Poisson bracket on g* and is a linear
bracket in the sense that it associates a linear function to any pair of linear
functions.

A Poisson manifold can also be defined as a pair (M, P), where P is an
alternating contravariant 2-tensor on M which satisfies [P, P] z 0, where H
stands for the Schouten bracket (see for example [9]). The relation between
the two structures is given by:

{f,.q} = P(df, dg)-

and in local coordinates a: : (m1, ..., xn) on M:

6 6P —— Z Pij($)a—zi- /\ 6—112]:

l$i<j§n
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where Pij = {£15,323}.

The rank of the Poisson structure at a point 150 is the rank of the matrix
Pij at 370; due to skew—symmetry of P, it will always be an even number. If M
is a symplectic manifold the corresponding Poisson structure has maximum
constant rank, equal to the dimension of M.

A Poisson manifold is locally a product of a symplectic leaf through the
point, a symplectic manifold of dimension equal to the rank of the structure at
the point under consideration, and a transverse Poisson manifold through the

point, a Poisson manifold having a point of rank zero [12]. This decomposition
reduces the local study of Poisson manifolds to a neighbourhood of a null rank
point.

Given a Poisson manifold (M, P) and $0 a null rank point in M, P can
be written as:

a 6=2 (ZCk-ka-l-O Ooh-ABE-
1<i<j<n

The numbers C}; are the structure constants of a Lie algebra, denoted by
A(M , P, 930), which can be identified with TgoM. As described earlier, the
dual of this Lie algebra (i.e., TEOM) together with the Lie-Poisson bracket is
a linear Poisson vector space.

In suitable coordinates the Lie—Poisson bracket is given by:

6
13021<§<n (20 jyk>6% A091

and is the linear approximation to (M, P) at $0.
The (smooth, analytic) tensor P is (smoothly, analytically) linearizable at

300 if there is a local (smooth, analytic) Poisson-diffeomorphism transforming
P into P0, a Poisson diffeomorphism being a diffeomorphism preserving the
Poisson tensor, and in particular its rank.

3.2 An analytic version of Dufour’s theorem
In what follows, an (n + 1)-dimensional Lie algebra g is said to be of type
A if it is the semi-direct product of the 1-dimensional Lie algebra R and
an n—dimensional abelian Lie algebra a, the action of R on a being by an
endomorphism . This means that there exists a basis fl = {t,m1, ...,xn} for
g and a matrix A, with eigenvalues A = (A1, ..., An) 6 C" such that the Lie
brackets are given by:

Tl

[ti Gil =Z aijej
j=1
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and all other brackets are zero. The matrix A = (aij) is assumed to be in
Jordan normal form.

Theorem 4 Let P be an analytic Poisson tensor on a manifold M having
only 0— and 2-dimensional symplectic leaves. Let me E M be a zero rank point
such that A(M, P, 530) is of type A, with eigenvalues nonresonant and of type
(C,1/). Then P is analytically linearizable at 330.

Proof:
Most of the proof is adapted from the proof of Theorem 1 in [6] using

the theorem of section 1 in place of Lemma 6 of [6], and verifying that the
remaining results are valid in the smooth and analytic categories; lemma 14
is different and its proof avoids solving an equation of the type LX g = f for
g, with f analytic but depending on parameters.

Since the theorem is local it can be assumed that U is a neighbourhood
of the origin in Rn“, with coordinates (amt) = (x1, ...,:rn,t) such that the
Poisson bracket { ,} is given by:

{flit-J} = Zaijzrj + ¢i($,t),
j=1

and:
{$1325}: Uij(mit)a

where (151- and Uij are analytic in U and vanish to 2nd order in (ac, t) at the
origin. °

Denoting by Xi the function {sch t}, the vector field:

" 6
ngxia—mi

is the Hamiltonian vector field associated with the function t.
Given an analytic function f in U, let fk be its homogeneous part of

degree It in x:
f'“(w,t) = Z fz(t):v’,

u|=k

and similarly, let Y’“ be the homogeneous part of degree k of the analytic
vector field Y:

10
__ _k _ . = . __Y (x,t) — 121212 (m,t)

020i,
where Y(x,t) 2K(m,t) axi'i=l
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Lemma 9 Up to an analytic change of coordinates, X 0 E 0.

8X,- _ A
Bit]- (0,0)

is nonsingular, due to nonresonancy, the system of equations:

Proof:
Since:

Xi($,t) 2 O,z=1,...,n
of which the origin is a solution, defines an unique analytic map 9 in a
neighbourhood I of t = 0 ([7]) such that:

X,(9(t),t) : 0,\7’t e I, 0(0) : 0.

The analytic change of coordinates:

(ct, t) H (as — 9(t),t)

yields the result.

Lemma 10 There exists an analytic vector field Z, defined up to a term of
the form fX, such that:

Uij = XiZj — Zin.
Proof:
The fact that the rank ofP is everywhere less than or equal to two implies:

{maxi} {flinxj} {Chum/c} Xi
{30m} {331,le {961,550 X,- = O
{maxi} {mkflij} {331mm} Xk
—Xi —Xj —Xk 0

and therefore:
Xink + XjUki + XkUij = 0 (8)

for all i,j, k.
The map:

(Mac, t) = (X(x, t), t).
has a nonsingular J acobian matrix at the origin, and restricting its domain
if necessary, it is a local diffeomorphism. Using the change of coordinates
given by q), Uij can be expressed in the new variables (X, t).
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Evaluating (8) at (Xi, Xj) = (0,0) we get Uij = 0, and this together with
skew-symmetry produces:

Ui'(X) = Aij(XiJ-)X,- — Aji(Xij)Xj + Cij(X)X12 — CMXng + Dij(X)X1X2

where Xij denotes (X1, ..., Xn) without the components Xi, Xj; skew-symmetry
also implies D,-,-(X) = —D,-j (X) Using (8) again one gets:

1_ fit-AXE“) = Akj(ij) for all i, j,k. In particular each Aij is constant
and depends only on j;

2. Cij(X) = O, for all i,j;
3. Dij(X) + Djk(X) + Dki(X) = 0, for all 73,j, Is.

This means that we can write:

Uij(X) = Ain —— Ain + Dij(X)XiX]-.

The conditions on Dij imply the existence of functions E1 (X), ..., E, (X) such
that:

Dij(X) = Ei(X) — E100,
(e.g., take E1(X) = 0 and Ei(X) = Di1(X), for i = 2, ..,.,n) This produces:

Ui-(X) = 6'in — 6’in + (Ei(X) — Ej(X))Xin,
thus it will be enough to take:

Zk = Ck + Ek(X)Xk.

If n = 2 the above argument does not work, but the Jacobi identity for
11:1,x2 and t implies that Um = 0 if X1 = X2 = 0, and therefore U12(X) =
X1Z2 — X221 for convenient Zl and Z2.

Changing Z by taking:

ZIIC = Zk + ka
makes no difference whatsoever in the commutator XiZj — Zin and this
concludes the proof of the lemma.
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Lemma 11 The Jacobi identity for xi, xj andt implies that:

dX
—— XZ =~'
dt l’] 1X,

for some analytic function f.

Proof:
Jacobi identity together with the previous lemma gives:

{XiZj — XjZi,t} + {Xj, {Di} —- {X13 Ij} I 0.

Using again the previous lemma and rearranging one gets:

Xi <X(Zj) “— Z(Xj) — fig?) 2 X1<X(Zi)_ ZlXi) _ dd?)

which means that X and [X , Z] — % are linearly dependent.

Lemma 12 With an analytic change of coordinates ($(x,t),t), X satisfies:

dX— = X
dt 9 l

for some analytic function g.

Proof:
Using the previous lemma, the evaluation at the origin gives Z0 z 0; thus

Z can be seen as a time—dependent vector field with a critical point at x = 0,
and there is a well defined flow (fit, with ¢t(:u, 0) = it. Then:

d _1 _ _1 dX
dt(¢t -X) — <l>i (E lX,Zl)-

By definition we have:
d
E¢t = Z 0 ¢t

or equivalently:
d
Eif o a = Z(f o a).

Also:
d
aah—1 = —(d¢:1)(Z)
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i.e.:
d _ _Ef°¢t

1 Z -Z(f°¢t 1)-

Finally:

dd —1 _ —1

Ewt -X)(f) - E(X(f°¢c )°¢t)

= (”Oi—f) (f) + [Z,X](f o W) o a
z (1554. (fig—Hui) (f)-

The change of coordinates (11431, t), t) is given by the inverse of (¢(x, t), t).

Lemma 13 Up to an analytic change of the time-variable by t r—) a(t), the
linear part (tn at) X1 ofX is independent oft.

Proof:
From:

dX_ = X
dt 9

we get:
Xm 0—— : X1.
dt 9

Using the indicated change of coordinates X is replaced by bX, with

d
b = — ‘1.dta

Therefore we get:
d(bX)1 db: _ b 0 1

dt (dt + g > X ’

and taking the adequate b produces (bX)1 independent of t.

Now the conditions of Siege] theorem with parameters (theorem 2) are
verified, taking t as the parameter, and X can be linearized: in convenient
coordinates X (x, t) s Ar, with A in Jordan normal form.

The Poisson bracket with t induces a linear map ’P on C‘”(R" x R) by
h i——> {h, t}; we are interested on its eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
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Let h" be the homogeneous part of degree k of a time-dependent function
h, seen as the value of a symmetric lc-linear form B“ of R" in R, depending
on the parameter t:

hk(a;,t) = Bk(t)(a:, . . . ,a:)

As {32h t} = X,- = (Am),-, the Poisson bracket with t is then:

I:

{hk(x,t),t} = ZB’“(t)(w, . . .,r,A:r,x, . . . a)

with Ax in the i-th position.
The map:

BkHPflBk), Pfiwkx(a, .. zZBk(t)(v1,. . .,Av,,...,v,,)

is a linear map on the symmetric Ic—linear forms, and its eigenvalues are all
possible expressions:

/\i1+---+/\ik
This is easy to prove if all eigenvalues of A are distinct, and as A is in the
Jordan normal form it is then diagonal, and a continuity argument proves
the result in the remaining cases.

If eij are eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues /\,-J., and they al-
ways exist if A is diagonal, the symmetric k-linear form:

(111, . . . ,v,,) H % Z (U1)a-(i1) ' ' ' (Uk)a(ik) (9)
065k

is an eigenvector of ”Pf, with eigenvalue Ai, + . . . + Aik.
All eigenvalues of Pf, are obtained from the eigenvectors of A by a similar

process.
Denote by PA the linear map that A induces in this way on the space of

all time dependent symmetric multi—linear maps of R” in R. The eigenvalues
of ’P are the eigenvalues of ”PA, and its eigenvectors can be deduced from the
corresponding eigenvectors of PA as the monomials obtained by taking values
at (x, . . i , x); thus the monomial corresponding to (9) is xi, ~ - '.’Eik.

The next steps will Show that it is now possible to linearize each Uij in
such a way that the vector field X remains unchanged.

Lemma 14 The vector field Z can be chosen to commute with X.
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Proof:
Applying again Lemma 11, now with X linear and time-independent,

gives:
[Z, X] : fX.

for some analytic function f. To prove that X and Z commute it is enough
to show that one component of [Z , X ] is zero.

From {33,3 t} = €i$i_1 + Aixi, with s,- = 1 if x,- belongs to a Jordan block
and 0 otherwise, it follows that:

{{m,~,w,-},t} = atlas—1, Ij} + ejfflfi,$j—1}+()\i+ Aj){x1~,, flij}

If there exists at least one pair (30,3563) such that their Poisson brackets
with t verify:

{513,315} = Aixi, {$j, t} Z Ajmj

then {{xi,xj},t} = (A,- + Aj){:ri,a:j} and {ml-mi} is an eigenvector of P
corresponding to the eigenvalue A,- —|— x\,-.

Then all monomial terms that appear in {sub xj} are of the form

C](t)IEI, I ~ A = A1" + /\j

where all variables with non zero exponent ij are eigenvectors of 73, thus
verifying {miflt} = Aijxij.

Since moreover {xhxj} = Ui-(X) = XiZj — XjZi, Zj can be chosen as
the factor of X,- in that decomposition, and so it is a linear combination, with
time-dependent coefficients, of monomials 151 such that J - A : Aj; the non
resonance hypothesis implies those monomials are just ark for which Ak = /\
and as remarked before {cant} = ijk.

It is easy to see that then the i-th and j-th components of [X , Z] are zero,
and the two vector fields commute.

If no such pair (331,531) exists, A is just one Jordan block:

j)

{£131,t}=)\.’131, {272,t} 2561 +)\.’132, {{$1,£B2},t} = 2/\{$1,IE2}

and again {51:1, 302} is an eigenvector of ”P, now corresponding to the eigenvalue
2A:

0 t
{$1,372} 2 C(t)$f = %X12 = XIZZ - XZZI

and then:
c t

Z1 = O, Z2 = %X1 = C(t).’131

As before the two vector fields X and Z commute.
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Lemma 15 The change of coordinates given by the inverse of the flow of Z
leaves X invariant and linearizes all Uij.

Proof:
Let wt denote the inverse of the flow of Z; X is invariant because [X , Z] E

0. Then:

waij = Uij 0 W]
= (XiZj) 0 W1— (X,Z,~)o WI

whereas the linear approximation to {dawn may} at the origin is given by:

2 61mm,- a’gbtJL‘j
_ dzptai 81144171" al/Jt..’17j

_ ¢ X.a’(/)t..’17i
am, at at am, at " J at> 2; =1¢i5Q

157571

and now, because ¢t is the inverse of the flow of Z:

ailing
at

concluding the proof of the theorem.

=Zo¢51

4 Finite determinacy and analytic lineariza—
tion of some resonant Poisson tensors

In what follows, the (n + 1)-dimensional Lie algebra g is of type A, and
the local coordinates are such that R acts on a by a diagonal matrix. The
Poisson bracket { , } is assumed to be given by:

{531575} = /\i-’Ei + ¢i($at)) {xuxj} = Uni-fit),

where ¢i and Uij are analytic in U and vanish to 2nd order in a: at the origin,
in particular, the linear part of the vector field X, as defined in the previous
section, is time independent.

Recall that the nonlinearity ¢(x, t) is admissible, in the context of real
analytic vector fields, if I - /\ — A, are all positive (or all negative) integer
multiples of a real number for every monomial xItJei in ¢i(x, t)

Let a be the ratio:
_ max |§R/\i|
—

min|§RAi|

and denote by d the biggest integer not greater than a, d = [a].
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Theorem 5 Let P be an analytic Poisson tensor on a manifold M having
only 0— and 2-dimensional symplectic leaves. Let 220 E M be a zero rank point
such that A(M, P, 5170) is of type A, corresponding to a diagonal matrix, and
with eigenvalues in the Poincare’ domain.

If
jd(X)(x, t) = A3:

then P is analytically linearizable at 370.

Proof:
It follows from the hypothesis on the vanishing order of (tn-(x, t) that all

monomials in dh-(II), t) are of the type 3:1 tj with |I| > 0.
As the eigenvalues are in the Poincaré domain, all those monomials are

non resonant, and as in the proof of theorem 2 the lowest order (in at) of the
monomials of the nonlinearity increases in each step, no resonant monomi—
als can appear and the linearization can be carried through in the analytic
category.

New lemma 14 is still essentially valid, as Z can be chosen so that it
commutes with X (x, t) = A11: though it is not necessarily linear:

All monomial terms that appear in {sub xj} are as before of the form

C[(t)£L'I,

with I - A = A,- + /\j; since moreover {m,,a:j} = U,,~(X) = XiZj — XjZi, the
vector field Z can be chosen by taking Zj as the factor of X, in that decom-
position. Then Zj is a linear combination, with time-dependent coefficients,
of monomials {EJ such that J - A = A]; as A is resonant, those monomials are
not all linear, the resonant monomials have to be considered.

Since A is assumed to be diagonal, X commutes with every resonant
monomial cJ(t)3:Jej and therefore commutes with Z.

The same proof, but now using theorem 3 instead of therem 2 for the
linearization of X, leads to:

Theorem 6 Let P be an analytic Poisson tensor on a manifold M having
only 0- and 2—dimensi0nal symplectic leaves. Let x0 6 M be a zero rank point
such that A(M, P, $0) is of type A, corresponding to a diagonal matrix. If
the nonlinear term ¢(x, t) ofX vanishes to 2nd order in a: at the origin and
is admissible, then P is analytically linearizable at $170.

If the eigenvalues are in the Poincare’ domain, and:

jd(X)(3:, t) = Arr + admissible term

then P is analytically linearizable at 1130.
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